Come Join Our Discussion on Trauma

UPCOMING OPEN HOUSE

Sunday, March 15, 2020
12:00-1:30pm (brunch)
Bethesda, MD Location

A Gathering of Clinicians to Think Together

Clinical Discussion on Listening to Moments of Trauma in our Patients and in Ourselves

We invite you to think with us about the ways that trauma appears in clinical sessions and how we, the therapists receive the trauma. It is often the therapist’s mind that feels and names the feelings of trauma and begins to create story about it. Nancy Goodman will open the discussion with ideas about witnessing trauma. Two candidates (Katherine Doyle and Chrissy Wallace) will present clinical vignettes to invite us to find and interact around the intimacies of clinical work with trauma.

We welcome you and want your thinking to help understand clinical work with trauma.

Recruitment Committee: Nancy R. Goodman, Carolyn Curcio, Katherine Doyle, Margaret Laracy and Chrissy Wallace

To RSVP and for exact location, please contact Connie Strobulis (ConnieS3@aol.com)

For more information, please contact Nancy Goodman (nrgoodmanphd@gmail.com)
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